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“We vouch for nothing and stand our ground.”






Trusting that its readers remain sufficiently informed on domestic affairs, the Declaimer offers in this issue a series of dispatches from its chief South Pacific correspondent, now traveling in Australia.


June 7, 2009


The Traveler’s Sacrifice

There are two units at Lyola Pavilions, Hide and Seek.  We are in Seek, the higher of the two, built on thirty-foot stilts against a steep slope in the Blackall Range, southeast Queensland, Australia, maybe twenty-five miles from the coast. You approach the entrance of Seek on a boardwalk, also on stilts, at the level of the crowns of small palms and broadleafed trees, well below the heights of the tall, bone-gray, almost perfectly straight eucalypts that dominate this young subtropical rain forest that is reclaiming the mountainside after an era of dairy and banana farming.  (These eucalypts, which are more or less a hundred feet tall, are only 30 or 40 years old.)  A break in the higher trees allows us a view—mist permitting—across the river canyon to an opposite slope, maybe a couple of miles away, with its mounded, richly textured canopy of green, and to further ridges going blue in the distance.

The vitality of this country is visible, audible, palpable.  Nature swells with multifarious imaginings, committed to each and every one, uninterested in editing.  Everything wants to grow and climb—miniature maidenhair ferns, little fan palms, deciduous trees with large, heart-shaped leaves, vines coiling snakily up the trunks of saplings and into the heights of the taller trees.  Elkhorn and staghorn ferns droop from some of the trunks and limbs.  Small plants seem to grow directly out of rocks.  Everything wants to rise, in love with the warm and muggy enveloping air that I find a little oppressive even now, in winter for God’s sake.  I’m glad we’re not here in summer.  We would melt, rot, and quickly grow over with this irrepressible biota. 

Today we hiked down to the stream we hear from our lodging, and I had an intimate encounter with the local natural disorder.  I did not know I was having it until after our return, when I pulled off my muddy boots and found my socks crawling with little black leeches.  Leeches are geniuses of attachment.  Pick one off your sock—with difficulty—and it attaches itself to your finger, flailing its unattached end.  Flick it at last to the floor and it travels end over end like a Slinky, or a gymnast doing forward flips, avid as any oil man to make its next strike.

On my white inner socks I found several smears of blood where a few lucky fuckers had actually found a way under both socks and tapped into me.  All I had felt was a little itching.  They stretched like rubber bands as I plucked them off.  Blood flowed freely from their superficial borings because they—like ticks—inject an anticoagulant. We spent twenty minutes removing leeches from my socks and me, squishing them with wads of toilet paper.  How had they found me?  I thought you had to step into water for leeches to grab hold.  On our hike we went to the water but not into it.  In this country, evidently, leeches lurk in wet underbrush or perhaps materialize out of the very air to infiltrate your socks. 

I don’t know why Nature is as happy to produce leeches as it is to produce birds.  I prefer birds, and the birds here are wonderfully exotic to our North American ears and eyes.  Mostly our ears, at this point.  In a forest of this much foliage, you hear much more than you see.  Our favorite unseen bird to date gives voice with a brief high whistle cut off by a loud utterance that at first sounded to me like a zap of electricity, but on further hearing sounded more like the lash of a whip.  The bird, we learned from our hosts, is known as the whipbird.  We had been looking for it in the trees, which its voice seemed to come from, but the whipbird, it turns out, is a ventriloquist, projecting its call upwards as it scratches among bushes on the forest floor.

So it goes for us outlanders, looking and listening the best we can, willing to donate a little blood for the pleasures of this riotous country.


June 8

A Noisy Forest of Large Trees

Yesterday evening at dusk we sat in a mature subtropical rainforest, imagining how frightful such surroundings might have been for settlers fresh to this country from England, convict or free.  The gloaming resounded with rustlings on the forest floor, with the eerie whistles and loud sudden snaps of whipbirds, with the occasional jabber of parrots and honeyeaters, and particularly with moaning yowls that sounded uncannily like fussing babies, but also, especially the closest ones, like alley cats—or larger cats!—working themselves up for a fight.  These doleful wailings, we knew from our birder host at Lyola, came from the craws of green catbirds.  Pity the Australian pioneer who didn’t know and wanted only to get a night’s sleep.

(Follow-up note re the remarkable whipbird:  This sforzando call is produced by a bird the size of a thrush.)

The tallest trees in this forest must be close to two hundred feet.  Hard to say, because it’s impossible to see high into their crowns.  They are deciduous trees with wonderful names—strangler fig, brown tulip oak, black bean tree.  The figs are the most wonderful of all, with smooth gray bark beneath which it seems the sinews of the treewood show, long tendons rising from the arching roots forty or fifty feet to meld into the trunk.  Others—the yellow carabeans, I think—are buttressed at their base with a fine flute-work of root tops, ridges an inch or two in width and two or three feet tall that descend with graceful curves into the soil.  Great vines hang from most of the trees, and I mean Tarzan vines, up to six inches in diameter, rising fifty or a hundred feet to the tree’s lowest limbs and out of sight.  And the trunks are bedecked, in crotches and patches or wreathed entirely around, with entire gardens of staghorn, elkhorn, and crow’s nest ferns.  In the midst of these behemoth trees, in a slough where an opening gave them a chance, we came on a solid stand of palms—a completely different feel, more humanly scaled, a jazzy scene of light and straight sharp fronds and pineapple-skin bark.

We saw wallabies—little kangaroos about the size of a raccoon, advancing in slight silent hops as they nosed the ground for seeds and such.  They seem a humble sort.  I have promised a wallaby to many of you.  How can I possibly find enough for all?


June 9

An Exuberance of Birds

On the Sunshine Coast today, at dusk, with American ex-pat friends Janet and Matthew, we watched lorikeets come home to roost in pine trees in a park.  What a cacophony of birds!  What jabber and spirited slang!  These small parrots, scores and scores of them, had much to say to one another in their rusty squealing voices as they gathered for the evening, grooming each other and sometimes kissing beaks, it seemed, as they gossiped and spieled. 

The Declaimer ordinarily finds gaudy colors offensive, but for some reason the lorikeets look exactly right in their yellow, orange, green, blue, and red.  Zillions of birds are brown or gray.  Why not some pizzazz?  Red remarked that the forest here seems composed of potted houseplants gone wild, and it’s the same with the birds—they’ve all escaped from cages in the northern pet shops.



Why Life in Australia is Superior to Life in the States

1.  There are no pennies in Australia.  Purchase totals are rounded up or down to the nearest nickel.  Save your pennies, America.  The next time you hear a public official opine that it would be too expensive to dispense with the penny, throw your pennies at his face.

2.  Toilets are better designed.  The bowl is deeper, and on the tank you can press one button for a full flush and another for a half flush.  A half is sufficient in most situations. Also, the Aussies eschew the “restroom” euphemism and call toilets toilets.   

3.  Waiters, motel keepers, bartenders, grocery clerks, and strangers on the street from whom you ask directions are, almost to the one, sunny-spirited and ready for banter.  Evidently they feel blessed beyond measure that their ancestors were sent here in irons two centuries ago.  Australians constitute the largest and most successful jail break in human history, and they’re happy about it.

4.  Health care is nationalized and Aussies seem to find it sufficient.

5. Waiters and taxi drivers do not expect to be tipped.  In Brisbane a cabbie was deeply chagrined when I tried to add five dollars to the $37 fare.  American ex-pat friends explained that Australian waiters and others in the service sector make a living wage.

6.  Widely produced and distributed Australian beers are superior—duh—to widely produced and distributed American beers.  Carlton Black is our current favorite.

7.  There are only twenty-one million human residents on this large island.  Twenty-one million is the population of greater Los Angeles, more or less.  Australia still has a chance to keep its human population in reasonable proportion to its living space.



Why Life in the States is Superior to Life in Australia

1.  American bars pour, by and large, an honest drink of whiskey—one and a half to two ounces, more if you’re lucky.  Aussie bars give a meager pour, half an ounce or little more, and charge you $7.50 for the privilege.                                     

2.  We drive on the right side of the road.  Aussies drive on the wrong side and cannot be persuaded to do otherwise.

3.  On Australian national holidays, such as the recent Queen’s birthday, restaurants levy a fifteen to twenty percent surcharge.  We asked if this money was put in a kitty and sent to the Queen, a birthday present from her distant Commonwealth admirers.  In fact, we were told, the money is kept by restaurant owners to offset the double-time wages earned by restaurant staffers on holidays.  What’s up with gouging the hungry and thirsty public on their well-earned days off?  

4.  Constellations are mere projections of minds seeking familiar comfort in the heavens, but ours are better.  Orion, at least, makes a plausible sketch of a hunter, and the Big Dipper looks very like a dipper.  The Southern Cross, sad to say, is a fraud.  It might as well be called the Southern Key or the Southern Kind-of-Linear Thing or the Southern Whatever You Make of It, and Why Bother.


June 15

A Meaty Land

Everything in Australia is as expensive or more expensive than the same things in the U.S. (yes, after converting their dollar to ours), with one exception.  Red meat.  In Maleny, Queensland, the Declaimer bought lamb sausages for dinner and thought the clerk had goofed up, the total was so low, but fumbled him the coins and left happy.  Today, at the butchery in Dorrigo—in the stunning mountainous hinterland of mid-New South Wales—the butcher was cutting blade steak when we walked in, and so we asked                                                                                                                                                       for two blade steaks.  The combined weight must have been a pound and a half, and the charge came to four-and-something dollars.  The Declaimer walked out feeling like a felon.  We have noted for years the oddity that Australian or New Zealand lamb sells in Oregon for less than Oregon lamb.  Now it seems certain that meat-growers here receive a government subsidy.  How else could ranchers sell cattle at prices that, down the line, allow retailers to charge less than two dollars a pound?  A coffee here costs damn near as much as a pound and a half of good beef.  

The most interesting news, though, is the brown bag our meat came in, both sausages and the steak.  The typography is dramatic.  On one side of the bag—the title side, let’s call it—the print reads, in red lettering, all caps:  

				FUEL
				 FOR
			        MANKIND


			        RED MEAT.
				
			         Feel good. 

On the reverse side, under the headline, “The story of red meat and how we came to be,” a text of about 250 words tells the story, summarized here:  

“Our ape ancestors came down from the trees,” and those that prospered—those who shaped tools, worked together, developed larger brains—were those who ate red meat.  Our bodies are essentially no different from those of our flesh-eating forebears.  That is why we instinctively desire red meat for health and wellbeing, and thus, those of us who are eating lean red meat 3 to 4 times a week will be pleased to know that we are “doing the right thing.  After all, that’s the way nature intended it.”  (The bag itself, with its full text, will be available for viewing upon the Declaimer’s return to the North American rock.)

The Declaimer has never disguised its own carnivorous bias, but its readers will of course make such judgments as they may.  We note, however, that in terms of physical anthropology, the bag-text writers are in accord with current understandings—current, at least, in the 1980s at Stanford University.  When Homo erectus (us) branched one way, a vegetarian species, Homo habilis, branched another—and hasn’t been heard from for hundreds of thousands of years.

A parting thought, in a different vein:  How many American butchers—how many Americans—would begin a statement, “When our ape ancestors came down from the trees…”?  This is a good, frank, free-thinking people whose land we are visiting.


Santa Margarita in Australia

But before Dorrigo, and this cottage we have hired 29 kilometers out of Dorrigo, we idled three days on the coast in Byron Bay, the trendiest stop on our itinerary.  Guidebooks and Aussies themselves tell you not to miss Byron Bay, and Byron Bay was, sure enough, a pleasure.  We rented a funky, patched-together unit with considerable wear in the back yard of an agreeable artist, a painter, who liked to be paid in cash and left us alone, as we like to be left.  We had our own terrace and backyard garden, where lorikeets came to the trees in the evenings just as their peers on the Sunshine Coast had done, only fewer, and the beach was only a block away.

The beach, however, had disappeared three weeks before we arrived.  Great storms had hit the coastal area, scores of inches of rain in a few days, storm surf lashing and pummeling the shore.  The municipal leadership had ordered huge sacks of sand laid down, four by six feet each, to hold the beach sand in place.  When the storms were over, the beach consisted of rocks and many huge sacks of sand.  To the north and south of our accommodation, however, good walking beach remained.  As the Declaimer conducted a walking meditation, coordinating two footsteps to each in-breath and each out-breath, eyes closed, chanting silently, one word per breath, Om mani padme hum, Red actually touched the waters of the South Pacific.  She found it cold at first, then quickly warmer.  We marveled at this.  The norm of the Oregon coast is cold at first, then colder, then warmer but only because you’re hypothermic and about to die.

Byron Bay is remarkably Californian.  A surfing center, full of beautiful young women and men who part-time as waiters and say, to any request or inquiry, “No worries.”  Their close kin on the Pacific coast of North America tend to say “No problem,” but otherwise the species are indistinguishable.  On both coasts, the utterance is made in response to any and every query, quibble, or request, whether or not there actually is a worry or problem, and whether or not its cause might be due in some part to the beautiful young man or woman who asserts that it does not exist.  It was interaction with these species, perhaps, that caused William Butler Yeats to begin a poem, “That is no country for old men.”

But Californian, very Californian.  From our lodging we would emerge at 10 A.M. or so, after tea, and stroll down Childe Street—blue sky, palm trees, red bougainvillea in bloom, bird of paradise flowers, other blossoms and sweet scents we could not identify—to a restaurant/coffee house with a large treed and birded verandah serving breakfast till noon.  All of this in what Australians call winter!  It reminded us of Santa Margarita Street in Menlo Park, but with more daringly colored birds.   The brekkie offerings were fine—eggs, corn fritters, sub-tropical pancakes, plus bacon the Australian way, big pink and meaty flaps with little fat.  Red’s soy latte and the Declaimer’s double-strength flat white were well made and delivered fusslessly.  There were no worries in fact, not just in a beautiful young person’s opinion, as we perused the pages of that day’s Sydney paper or the Australian, finding little news of our own homeland and missing it only a little, wondering how we had managed to stumble into such undeserved bliss in the down-under or up-top reaches of the world, depending.

On our last day, the Declaimer experienced satori.  After years of fruitless meditation in his serious dilettante practice, he experienced, in a flash, his true original nature.  He learned the highest purpose of being an old man.  His blind walking meditation had brought him to the viewing tower at Lighthouse Point, where he opened his eyes and enjoyed the seascape as he waited for Red.  

“Sir?” said a beautiful college-age woman, one of three, “would you mind taking our picture?” 

“No worries,” said the Declaimer.  “Just show me how to work the camera.”   


The Dreaming

As luck would have it, our stay in Queensland coincided with an annual festival celebrating Australian indigenous culture.  With our friends Matthew and Janet we took in an entire afternoon and most of the evening.  It was a good scene—various musics, craft displays, aboriginal dancing in native garb or garblessness, films, a shop where didgeridoos were being made and played, the inevitable pan-cultural drumming sessions, and plenty of beer and good food, including the best doughnuts ever, sugared and cinnamoned and perfectly fried.  Other highlights were: 

Shellie Morris, a Wardaman/Yanyuwa folk rocker who throws her head back and sings.  

Constantina Bush and the Bushettes.  Constantina, a Native female-impersonating singer and musical theater diva, is taller and beefier than the Declaimer and much much funnier.  Her show brought down the house.

William Barton, from the Northern Territory, is said to be the finest didgeridoo musician alive.  He got tones and timbres and rhythms from his instrument that didn’t seem possible, fast and fluent, all of a piece.  He made it sound like two instruments.  It was an amazing performance.  He writes and performs music for didge and orchestra, and came to the festival direct from Carnegie Hall.  (He also writes and plays rock and country music.)

And the words (taken in oral history) of Big Bill Neidjie of Western Arnem Land, subject of a photo documentary by Sarah George.  He is referring to the boarding school days when he and his cohorts were inculcated with Christianity:

“Holy gosh, Jesus Christ! God, where is e now? E helpin us, or what? Where Jesus? Jesus not walkin around here. Nothin. I don’t see im. My spirit walkin around here.”


Measurements

Why, oh why, did we Americans not convert to the metric system years ago, so that hapless travelers like me and Red would know the conversions and thus know how far things are, how small things are (whiskey drinks), how much things weigh, and what the hell a “hectare” is.

No, oh bloody no.  Reader, forgive my moment of weakness.  I will give up my inch, foot, yard, mile, ounce, pound, pint, and quart about as soon as I’d give up a member of my body.  A man has to take a stand, and a foot is where I take it.


June 23

A Fair City

The Declaimer hasn’t been to many of the world’s cities, but Sydney is a real beaut.  Red and I walked across the Harbour Bridge (I don’t like the “u” either, but it’s the thing here) this evening at sunset, which occurred at 5:05 PM.  (The winter solstice has just passed.)  The harbor was described by the British captain who discovered it as “the finest in the world,” capable of safely havening “a thousand sails” of the King’s navy.  It was lovely at sundown, harboring many little ferry boats roving about as we crossed to the lit downtown—the famous Opera House practically under our noses, its pointed white roof projections rising like a clutch of wind-filled sails (not a thousand) loosely in accord—and wandered down through The Rocks, a steep district of odd streets and alleys with pubs here and there, built on the sandstone formation that supports most of Sydney.  We had a drink on the waterfront and then dinner at Café Sydney on the top floor of the Custom House, looking out on the harbor and lights.  We ate 24 oysters—the first we’ve had here as good as their American/Canadian Northwest brethren—and a lot of other good food with a bottle of champagne.  

Our waitress was from Ireland; the cabbie who took us back to the hotel had emigrated from northern India six years ago.  Both were delighted to be living here, and why not?  They make a good living, can get a medical appointment within a week or ten days at no cost, and wake every morning to a city something comparable to San Francisco (the light, the hills, the bridge, the water, the occasional palm) but less expensive.  Any sane person who sees this Oz of a country (their term:  Oz, Aus, Aussie, Australia) is likely to consider, at least, the notion of moving here.  The Declaimer has considered it long and hard.  He chooses to decline the opportunity, but only out of his distaste at putting those “u”s into words that don’t need them, and those fancy-pants “centre” and “theatre” spellings as well.  

And then there’s the problem of aridity.  It’s hard to believe on this moist coast, but Australia has long been the driest continent, it’s getting drier, and global warming is likely to intensify the trend.  The vast majority of Australians live on the coastal margins of this island, but most of their food comes from irrigated farms in the Murray-Darling basin in the interior, their version of California’s great Central Valley.  The Murray-Darling is shriveling and blowing away—salinated soil, oversubscribed rivers that dwindle to muddy trickles, farms for sale with no buyers, farmers considering and sometimes committing suicide.  Adelaide, at the southern mouth of the Murray-Darling drainage, is planning an expensive seawater desalinization plant to keep itself in business.  There seems to be little farming going on in the eastern slice of the island that we are seeing—some dairying, some truck farms, extensive sugar cane fields and banana plantations in the coast region north of Coffs Harbour.  (If Byron Bay is Californian, the coast to its south, with its quiet tidal estuaries, strikingly resembles agricultural Florida.)  

As Australia dries, population will concentrate still more intensively on its coasts.  With ninety percent or more of the continent scarcely habitable, it may turn out that the Aussies have a population problem after all.


Misadventure in the Outback

In the Dorrigo country, which rises inland from Coffs Harbour to a three-thousand-foot plateau, all types of Australian rainforest are represented:  subtropical, warm temperate, cold temperate, and dry.  The plateau itself was originally well rainforested but has long been cleared for pasture, fencerows and copses remaining.  Its rolling landscape looks like much of—big surprise!—England.  We stayed five days in a remote, off-the-grid cottage built and managed by back-to-the-landers, whose resourcefulness saved the Declaimer’s ass.  Our troubles began with a blowout that destroyed a tire and damaged the wheel rim.  The next day, attempts to locate a new tire and wheel were thwarted when the cottage mobile phone cut out.  Then, driving up the ragged gravel road to the landlords’ place to use their phone, the Declaimer’s exquisite driving skills failed him for a moment and the left side of the vehicle hit bottom with a hard clunk.  He exited the vehicle to a hideous noise:  the left-front tire hissing itself flat, the wheel rim severely dented.  The Declaimer could not believe what had happened.  He tried and tried to make the math work but in the end was forced to conclude that a four-wheeled vehicle with three useable tires and rims is a useless vehicle, whatever type of Australian rainforest one is in.  

But Evan, the landlord, had heard the clunk and now appeared, deus-ex-machina fashion, and spoke.  “Drive it up ’ere, mate, while you’ve got a bit of air left in it.”  

“’Ere” turned out to be a garage the size of an airplane hangar.  “Uh,” said the Declaimer, hauling yesterday’s shredded tire and banged-up wheel out of the trunk, “I had a flat yesterday, too…” 

“Well done!” spake Evan.  “Can’t rescue that tire, but we’ll have you rolling in a blink.”

“Uh,” said the Declaimer again, numb with disbelief, “how?”

“I’ve a big hammer,” smiled Evan, who then proceeded to jack up the car (a Nissan Tiida—never rent one) and deftly bang all dents out of all wheel rims.  The most recent flat had been caused by the deformed rim, not a puncture to the tire itself.  In fifteen minutes the Tiida was up and running on four taut and leak-free tires.  Fifteen minutes, and the disastrous visions that had formed in the Declaimer’s mind—hundreds of dollars for a tow truck, if a truck could have been persuaded to venture so far into the outback, hundreds more for a new wheel or two, litigious grumblings from the rental company for the renters having taken the Tiida off its allowed habitat of “sealed” (paved) roads—subsided into a grateful bliss.  It would be necessary to buy one new tire, but this was a small cost to bear given the circumstances.


A Cross, Perhaps, After All

The Declaimer wishes to revise his opinion regarding the Southern Cross.  (June 8 dispatch, “Why Life in the States is Superior to Life in Australia.”)  It was pointed out to him by his traveling companion, Red, that the wavery line of stars he was seeing as the Southern Cross was not the Southern Cross at all.  The Cross was something smaller and simpler in the same area of sky—four stars, more or less equal in brightness, arranged like the four points a Roman Catholic touches on his shirtfront.  It certainly might suggest a cross to someone with crosses on his mind.  And it certainly might suggest a kite to someone with kites on his mind.  The Southern Cross is not a fraud.  The Southern Cross is underwhelming, which is merely to say that it is one constellation among many.  The Declaimer is glad to have seen it, both wrongly and rightly.


The Redwood Dethroned

The nature writing gathering that occasioned our journey was as pleasant and stressful as most such gatherings are for those who are expected to speak.  Good people, sad truths, happy land.  It was disconcerting to learn that America can no longer boast the tallest trees in the world.  Can’t we be first in anything, anymore?  The tallest California redwood, the Hyperion tree, discovered only recently in 2006, measures 379 feet.  Hyperion may be the tallest standing tree, but in Victoria, southeast Australia, fallen mountain ash trees have been measured at over 400 feet, and one, found in the late 19th century, was credibly measured at over 500 feet.  The tree broke at 430 feet when it fell.  It was three feet in diameter at the break.  There are standing trees in the same area that probably rise more than 400 feet.  The mountain ash is a member of the eucalypt family, Eucalyptus regnans.  These towering trees may be only a few hundred years old.


And Home

From Sydney, the long flight to San Francisco and the pleasant Amtrak sleeper home, where we recuperate from the misery of jet lag (none going, a lot coming home).  We leave you, reader, with a scene from our perch in the Dorrigo country.  Outside our cottage, in lightly falling rain, a hillside pasture sloping down to a stream.  Might have been Oregon, might have been England, but this pasture was filled with parrots called crimson rosellas, the size of pigeons but longer and more slender and graceful, all blue and crimson, feeding in silence on whatever dainties the gentle rain had raised for them out of the ground.
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